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Hot-optical-phonon effects on electron relaxation in an AlGaAs/GaAs
quantum cascade laser structure
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The influence of hot-phonon effects on coupled electron-phonon system relaxation dynamics in an
AlGaAs/GaAs quantum cascade laser structure at 10 K has been investigated by the ensemble
Monte Carlo technique. The GaAs quantum well laser system considered herein supports lasing
between two electron subbands separated by 295 meV. After injection into the upper energy level,
electrons transit to the lower subband by means of light emission or phonon-assisted scattering
processes. Optical-phonon emission dominates among the latter radiationless electron relaxation
channels making the carrier lifetime in the upper subband very short. Therefore, large threshold
injection currents are required to create the electron population inversion necessary for lasing; this
is one of the most significant shortcomings of quantum cascade lasers. The possibility of increasing
the effective lifetime of carriers in the upper laser subband as a result of their return there from the
lower subband by means of induced hot-optical-phonon reabsorption was proposed in the literature.
However, our simulation results demonstrate that under realistic conditions the role of hot phonons
is the opposite: substantial electron heating in the subbands and significant induced optical-phonon
emission lead to a reduction in the electron population inversion causing an additional increase in
the threshold currents. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!06518-9#
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I. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Quantum cascade lasers~QCLs!1 operate by lasing be
tween electronic subbands in the conduction band which
formed in the semiconductor heterostructure as a resu
size quantization. The great advantage of these novel un
lar semiconductor lasers stems from the possibility of tail
ing them over a wide spectral range using the same het
structure material. This material system is usually cho
from technologically mature relatively wide-band-gap sem
conductors, such as GaAs and InAs, what facilitates the
rication of QCL structures without shortcomings of difficu
to-process narrow-band-gap material technology.

Tuning the emission wavelength from the submillime
to the midinfrared spectral range opens new opportunities
numerous practical applications as well as for experime
that help to clarify the physics of QCL performance. F
instance, absorption lines of various vapors and gases ca
detected and identified using these lasers.2 The devices that
emit light at wavelengths around 10mm can be used for
spectroscopy and communication applications in the 8
mm atmospheric window. Optimization of performance
QCLs to enable continuous-wave operation2,3 might make
this laser a sound alternative for the midinfrared signal ra
applications.

Starting with the pioneering experimental demonstrat
of QCL,1 the physics, the design, and the optimization
these light-emitting devices have been studied extensivel

a!Current address: Synopsys, Inc., 700 E. Middlefield Rd., Mountain Vi
CA 94043-4033.
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reported in the literature.2–9 Pulse-mode and continuous
wave-mode operation of the laser structures at wavelen
of l'4.6 mm andl'8.0 mm and for temperatures abov
liquid-nitrogen temperature was reported in Refs. 2 and
Utilizing vertical intersubband electronic transitions, lasi
of QCLs was demonstrated recently7 for operation at tem-
peratures up to room temperature. In Refs. 10 and
electron-phonon scattering rates and intersubband op
gain spectra were calculated theoretically taking into acco
details of optical phonon spectrum in QCL structures;
means of maximizing key electronic transition rates ha
been proposed as well.

It should be mentioned that despite their obvious me
and extremely attractive features for variety of experime
and practical applications, QCLs suffer from a significa
shortcoming—high values of the threshold lasing curre
The main reason for this is optical phonon emission wh
dominates among the radiationless carrier relaxation ch
nels in the active quantum-well~QW! regions. Even though
electrons injected in the upper excited state may be pro
ited from escaping~by special means such as Bragg refle
tion! into the continuum, these carriers transfer rapidly
lower subbands through intense optical phonon emissio
This process makes the carrier lifetime in the upper la
subband very short, on the order of magnitu
10212– 10213 s. As a result, large threshold injection cu
rents are required to create the necessary electron popul
inversion in the active region of a QCL and the efficiency
the laser becomes comparably low.
,

9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The process of electron cooling generates a signific
nonequilibrium ~hot! optical-phonon population what ma
cause substantial changes in the carrier relaxation kinetic
the system. An important issue is that, in general, QCL str
tures consist of several stages each of those is formed b
active QW region~s!, where photons are generated, and
adjacent electron injector~s!, where carriers are thermalize
collected, and reinjected into the next stage. It is well kno
that spatial confinement of such heterointerface-bounded
tive quantum-well regions may result in optical phon
confinement.12 This strongly enhances the influence of h
phonons in such a system in a manner analogous to tha
semiconductor nanostructures which display much more
nounced nonequilibrium-phonon buildup than bulk sem
conductors.13–30

In specific cases, these ‘‘captured-within-the-activ
region’’ phonons may greatly influence or even impede
performance of various heterostructure-based quantum
vices and microstructures;8,9,31–45 therefore, these effect
must be accurately taken into account in designing s
small-scale structures. However, it should be noted tha
spite of active research on nonequilibrium electrons a
phonons in quantum systems, there is still no adequate
derstanding of behavior of these structures under stron
pronounced nonequilibrium-phonon conditions in the case
significant carrier-phonon coupling.

Obviously, in the presence of significant hot-phon
feedback, electron cooling rates in the active QCL reg
become significantly suppressed. As a result, electrons p
lating the lower laser subband may increase their energy
optical phonon reabsorption what might eventually lead
return of these carriers to the excited states in the up
subband. Such a process should enhance the effective
tron lifetime in the latter subband resulting in lowering of t
threshold current. This effect was predicted recently8 for the
case of bulklike optical phonons.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate
merically the behavior of the kinetics of the couple
electron-phonon system in a realistic AlGaAs/GaAs QCL
tive region; this treatment takes into account all essen
conditions. This may help in providing valuable insight
the phenomena that eventually determine the performanc
the laser. In this context, it is worth mentioning recent int
esting experimental measurements in related QC diode
laser structures based on AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure.46,47

In order to verify the theoretical predictions of Ref.
our study places strong emphasis on the consideration o
possibility of lowering the lasing threshold currents
means of the reabsorption of confined nonequilibrium opt
phonons by quantized electrons.

II. MODEL

Hot-phonon effects on coupled electron-phonon sys
relaxation dynamics in an AlGaAs/GaAs quantum casc
laser structure have been investigated numerically by the
semble Monte Carlo technique. A system of coupled kine
equations for electrons and phonons, in which both, elec
quantization and optical phonon confinement12 are impor-
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 128.205.55.69. Redistribution subject to A
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tant, was solved for two different cases: one where h
optical-phonon buildup is strong and another where suc
buildup is negligible. This latter artificial case~usually as-
sumed in theoretical estimations! serves mostly for the illus-
trative purposes in our study: under realistic device opera
conditions, phonon accumulation is significant in the stru
ture. Thus need for the kinetic approach results natur
from the strongly nonequilibrium state of the electro
phonon system in the active region of the QCL.

The simulations were performed for an equilibrium la
tice temperature of 10 K which is close to the experimen
conditions.1 We do not consider the whole complex structu
of a QC laser in the present work. To study the influence
hot phonons on electron relaxation dynamics in the ac
GaAs QW region, it is sufficient to consider the followin
simplified scheme; see Fig. 1. Confinement by AlGaA
GaAs heterointerfaces forms the quantum well laser sys
with two lasing subbands separated by a 295 meV ene
interval. In reality, these subbands may even belong to s
eral coupled quantum wells; however, our assumption o
single QW is expected to be adequate since horizontal t
sitions by means of resonant tunneling are fast between t
wells and, in most practical cases, do not introduce a sign
cant bottleneck in the electron-phonon phenomena con
ered.

Electron relaxation in the AlGaAs/GaAs QCL structu
consists of several stages. Electrons injected in the ac
region initially populate the upper energy subband. For s
plicity, we assume that carriers are injected with an equi
rium distribution corresponding to the 10–K lattice tempe
ture. In other words, we consider initially a near
monoenergetic electron flux. This slight deviation from t
realistic conditions serves mostly for illustrative purposes

By means of light emission or phonon-assisted radiati
less scattering processes, the carriers transit to the lower
subband. In this latter case, electrons cool there by the
cade emission of optical phonons what may drive the pho
system substantially out of equilibrium. The emission p
vails among phonon-assisted radiationless scattering
cesses, which also have much larger probabilities than l
emission. As mentioned, the presence of the heterointerf
gives rise to confinement of optical-phonon modes within
active GaAs QW layer.12 Taking into account that in the
material system considered the phonon generation timetg

'0.1 ps, is much less than their decay time,td'8.0 ps, this

FIG. 1. Simplified schematics of the active quantum-well region of a QC
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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feature is extremely favorable for nonequilibrium phonon
cumulation in the structure. It should be also pointed out t
the temperature chosen~10 K! is low with respect to the
optical-phonon energy for GaAs:\vLO'36 meV; therefore,
at equilibrium the population of these phonons is very sm
and their absorption by electrons is thus a scattering me
nism of minor importance. Hence, hot-phonon effects sho
be well pronounced for such conditions and for the struct
parameters chosen.

The energy difference between the bottoms of the t
electron subbands supporting the radiative transitionsD
'295 meV, is roughly 8.2 times larger than the optic
phonon energy,\vLO , which is'36 meV. As a result, each
carrier relaxing in the lower subband may be able to e
successively multiple phonons before thermalizing or esc
ing from the active QW region, provided that the time
electron removal from this subband,tesc, is larger than the
optical phonon emission time,tg ; it holds true in our model
sincetesc'0.5 ps. This is in contrast to the case of an int
subband carrier transition during which an electron emits
one optical phonon. As we consider later on, optical phon
modesselectivelyparticipate in electronic transitions, ther
fore, the discussed differences in phonon mode genera
may manifest explicitly during different carrier relaxatio
stages in the QCL system.

Our simple model accurately takes into account ma
important features of the band structure and carrier-pho
interaction in the system such as the inelasticity of electr
acoustic-phonon scattering39 which might be significant a
lower temperatures as well as confinement and decay48 of
optical phonon modes.

We use a right-handed orthogonal Cartesian coordin
system for the planar geometry of the QCL structure inv
tigated. Thex and y axes lie in the GaAs QW plane. Th
applied electric field,E, is in thez direction (Ex5Ey50);
therefore, this field does not have any effect on the in-pl
~parallel! electron motion.

In our model, we do not consider electron scattering
remote ionized impurities, regions of surface roughness,
other carriers. Even though these mechanisms may be im
tant at very low temperatures and high electr
concentrations,49,50 they should not play a crucial role in th
phenomena investigated herein.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 illustrates stationary carrier distributions in t
electronic levels for a particular injection current in the ca
of the equilibrium phonon system in the laser structure. A
shown in Fig. 1~a!, injected electrons reside near the botto
of the upper subband; reminiscent of a Gaussian, the sta
ary shape of the latter distribution reveals that a quasie
librium is established in this carrier subsystem~Fig. 2!.

Note that optical-phonon emission dominates in the s
tem even in this case of a near-undisturbed phonons. Lar
as a result of this weak interaction, electron heating~smear-
ing of their distribution! in the upper subband is insignifi
cant: carriers preferably lose their energy,e2 , by transferring
slowly to the lower subband with an intensity,R:
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 128.205.55.69. Redistribution subject to A
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R5A@12n1~e22\vLO!#~11Nq!2A@12n2~e2!#Nq ,
~1!

where n2(e2) and n1(e22\vLO) are the electron distribu
tion functions of states in the upper and in the lower su
bands participating the intersubband transition, respectiv
Nq is the equilibrium phonon occupation number at 102K
lattice temperature, andA is a constant.

BecauseNq is much less than unity,

R8'A@12n1~e22\vLO!#.

Evidently, the rate of the intersubband electronic tran
tion is nearly independent ofNq in the case of equilibrium
phonons. This means that dominating the scatteringsponta-
neousoptical-phonon emission events result in a compara
low intensity for the latter electron transfer process. As
result, significant carrier populations are required in the
per subband to provide an electron flux to the lower la
subband. According to the current continuity law, this carr
flux assures a particular stationary current in the QCL str
ture, so it can be controlled by varying the external con
tions including the injection rate and the lattice temperatu

On the other hand, the absence of a prohibition aga
the intersubband quasi-two-dimensional~2D! electron scat-
tering accompanied by the prevailing optical-phonon em
sion, makes the contribution of the radiationless transitio

FIG. 2. Electron distributions in the working subbands in the case of un
turbed phonon system;~a! The upper subband,~b! the lower subband. The
active GaAs-quantum-well region:a575.47 Å, j 530 kA/cm2, T510 K.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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quite high compared to that caused by light emission p
cesses. As a result, carrier lifetime in the upper subban
short and large threshold injection currents are therefore
quired to provide conditions necessary for the required e
tron population inversion in the active QW region~s!.

In contrast to electrons in the upper subband, carr
transferred to the lower subband initially reside at signific
energies with respect to this subband bottom; see Fig. 1~b!.
Here, phonon-mediated carrier energy dissipation proce
result in a peaklike accumulation of electron populations
energies equal to multiples of the optical-phonon ener
\vLO . Because the electron distribution in the upper s
band is not smeared substantially—as expected for co
tions of near monoenergetic injection andundisturbed
phonons in the system—these carrier population peaks
come grouped into a system of concentrical ‘‘domains’’
wave-vector~momentum! space as a result of in-plane iso
ropy of the structure in the direction perpendicular tokz di-
rection ~recall thatEx5Ey50!. The distance between thes
‘‘rings’’ increases as they converge on the common cen
coinciding with the subband bottom. This feature follow
naturally from the electron and optical phonon energy d
persion relations and the conservation laws for electr
phonon scattering. It can be shown that neighboring car
population rings are separated equidistantly by the ene
space interval,\vLO ~Fig. 3!.

FIG. 3. Electron distributions in the subbands in the case of strong
phonon buildup;~a! The upper level,~b! the lower level. The active GaAs
quantum-well region:a575.47 Å, j 530 kA/cm2, T510 K.
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For the case ofequilibriumphonons under consideration
significant electron populations in the lower subband rem
concentrated primarily at the high-energy region. In the
gion near the common center of the ring system, i.e., go
in the direction of decreasing energy, carrier populations d
matically diminish. The reason for this is that electrons a
rapidly emptied from here as well as from the active reg
by means of resonant tunneling to a neighboring quan
well. Only a fraction of relaxing carriers in the lower sub
band eventually reaches the low energy regions; this cre
a population inversion with respect to the bottoms of the t
laser subbands. It should be pointed out that the subb
separation,D, is chosen not to be a multiple of\vLO in order
to prevent electrons from reaching the energy regions c
to the lower subband bottom by means of several seque
optical-phonon emission events. This effect helps to crea
carrier population inversion in the structure with respect
the bottoms of the lasing electronic subbands. Of cou
another necessary condition for the creation of a popula
inversion is that the rate of the electron escape from
lower subband to a neighboring coupled quantum well m
be higher than the rate of carrier injection into the upp
level. This carrier injection is, of course, caused by the
jection current.

In a realistic case, electrons relaxing in the system g
erate significant confined nonequilibrium-optical-phon
populations. The energy captured in the structure in the fo
of hot phonons may by transferred back to electron s
system causing its additional heating. Even at low latt
temperatures and moderate injection currents, the accum
tion of these nonequilibrium phonons may become sign
cant and strongly affect carrier transport parameters in
active GaAs quantum-well region~s!. Therefore, in the real-
istic situation, the physical picture of relaxation phenome
considered is distinctly different from that described pre
ously for the artificial case of equilibrium phonons. Note th
for significant hot-optical-phonon populations,stimulated
phonon emission and reabsorption by electrons become
portant factors in the coupled electron-phonon system kin
ics. As a result, distribution functions of both electrons a
phonons, calculated self-consistently, differ substantia
from those obtained in the previously discussed case o
near-equilibrium phonon system~Fig. 4!.

It should be pointed out that because of the selectiv
implied by conservation rules for electron and confin
optical-phonon scattering, these nonequilibrium phon
populations keep track of the corresponding electron tra
tions that were accompanied by these phonon emission. D
ing the decay time of such a phonon mode, an electron m
return to its initial state by means of absorption of a cor
sponding phonon. The latter effect may be especially imp
tant in the presence of hot-phonon mode confinement w
these phonons become trapped inside the active QW
gion~s!. We have investigated in detail the case ofnonequi-
librium optical phonons, paying much attention to the poss
bility of lowering the threshold currents by increasing t
effective lifetime of the electrons in the upper subband a
result of the reabsorption of these phonons~Fig. 4!.

t-
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Under hot-phononconditions, intrasubband electron r
laxation in both working subbands becomes strongly coup
by the means of mutual optical-phonon mode exchange
deed, it becomes possible for electrons populating a part
lar subband to interact with phonons emitted not only by
same subband carriers but also with phonons generate
electrons in the other subband. On the other hand, an im
tant issue is that the role of different confined-optical-phon
modesis different for inter- and intrasubband electron re
laxation. Due to selection rules implied by the energy a
momentum conservation for 2D electron and confin
optical-phonon systems interaction, certain phonon mo
participateonly in intra- or only in intersubbandcarrier scat-
tering processes. As a result, the influence of the ‘‘intras
band’’ and ‘‘intersubband’’ optical phonon modes on ele
tron relaxation can be easily distinguished and conside
separately.

As illustrated in Fig. 4~a!, electrons reabsorb the intra
subband phonons accumulated primarily by the carriers
laxing in the lower laser subband; hence, the carriers in
upper subband transfer from regions near the subband
tom to the higher-energy regions; compare with Fig. 4~a!. In
fact, the processes of successive optical-phonon absorp
by carriers can be substantially enhanced in this case. T
processes result in forming of population peaks~the rings! at
energies multiple to the optical-phonon energy; this beha

FIG. 4. Hot-optical-phonon distributions in the case of self-consistent
proach that takes into account nonequilibrium phonons;~a! the intrasubband
phonon mode,~b! the intersubband phonons. The active GaAs-quantu
well region:a575.47 Å, j 530 kA/cm2, T510 K.
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is similar to that of the electrons relaxing in the lower las
subband. Note that in this case it is possible for carriers
transfer to the lower subband not only from the upper s
band bottom but also from the other populated regions
higher energies. As a result, the diameter of the most o
ring in the lower subband becomes larger, the carrier po
lation does not have such a well-defined border; see
4~b!. These changes of the electron distribution clearly in
cate that due to the mutual interaction with the hot phon
confined within the active region, the mean carrier ene
~the effective temperature of the electron subsystem! sub-
stantially increases. However, the effect does not help to
prove the conditions for the population inversion in the a
tive region; indeed, due to the nonparabolicity of electro
subbands only certain energy regions close to the bottom
the two laser subbands can participate in the radiative t
sitions accompanied by near monochromatic light emiss
In other words, only electron populations in these regio
should be taken into account in considering the populat
inversion. Due to interaction with nonequilibrium optic
phonons, heated electrons escape from such regions in
upper subband and cause a reduction of the relative pop
tion inversion in the structure.~Note that the described
carrier-lattice self-heating effects on carriers relaxing in
lower subband are favorable for improving the populati
inversion conditions in the active region.!

Strong electron coupling with optical phonons results
parallel changes evident in the nonequilibrium phonon s
tem, as illustrated in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. These changes ar
more pronounced for the intrasubband optical phonons@Fig.
4~b!# because their accumulation predominates slightly in
QCL structure under realistic conditions~Fig. 5!.

It should be mentioned that probabilities of the pre
ously discussed intra/intersubband electronic transitions,
the generation rate of the corresponding phonon modes
primarily controlled by the amount of momentum transf
that an electron has to exchange with the lattice during
emission/absorption of optical phonons: the larger the m
mentum transfer, the lower this probability. Accordingl
from simple geometrical considerations based on Fig. 1
follows that for the realistic QCL structure investigated, t
probabilities of the intrasubband scattering processes
slightly higher than those of the intersubband processes
fact, the latter may be varied by changing the relative d
tance between the bottoms of the lasing subbands, i.e.
width of the active QW region~s!.

The above consideration does not necessarily mean
the optical phonons created as a result of the intrasubb
electronic transition should dominate in the system cons
ered. Basically, the population of the intrasubband phon
can be controlled by changing the effective time of electr
removal from the lower subband: the larger this time, t
more such phonons accumulated in the active region. In
dition, for a given carrier removal time~i.e., the time of
resonant tunneling to a neighboring well! this population,
naturally, is proportional to the injection current. Note that
the rate of the carrier escape is higher than the phonon
eration rate, i.e., iftesc,tg , the occupation numbers of thes
phonons will coincide with near-equilibrium ones, indicatin

-

-
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practically undisturbed conditions. According to Fig. 4~b!,
this is not a case for the QCL structure studied; here ther
a washed out system of the intrasubband optical pho
population peaks and the widely spread out momen
space distribution which indicate strongly nonequilibriu
conditions and significant energy stored in the phonon s
system. In some sense, this hot-phonon subsystem serv
a reservoir that takes energy from relaxing electrons in
lower subband and provides additional energy to carrier
the upper subband by means of electron reabsorption of
tical phonons. In other words, at steady state the popula
of the intrasubband phonon modes maintains a certain
namic energy balance between the coupled electron and
non subsystems.

As illustrated by Fig. 4~a!, the distribution of the intra-
subband optical phonons forms a quite complex, symme
cal momentum-space structure in agreement with a com
cated dynamics of the overlapping carrier-phonon relaxa
processes. On the contrary, for the intersubband electr
transition responsible nonequilibrium optical phonons form
relatively simple smooth single-ring-like structure in m

FIG. 5. Temporary evolution of electron populations in the working s
bands. The active GaAs-quantum-well region:a575.47 Å, j 530 kA/cm2,
T510 K. ~a! The case of equilibrium phonon system;~b! the case with hot
phonons.
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mentum space; see Fig. 1~b!. It should be pointed out that th
population ring also represents a superposition of
phonons emitted by electrons transiting to the lower le
from various populated regions in the upper subband; F
1~a!. However, because of the insignificant contribution
the nonparabolicity of the latter subband at energies of s
eral \vLO above the subband bottom, where most of t
carriers are concentrated, the conditions for phonon emis
are similar. This results in a comparably homogeneous
tribution of intersubband optical phonons as depicted in F
4~b!.

It is seen in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! that near the center o
momentum space, both intrasubband and intersubband
optical-phonon distributions remain undisturbed in acc
dance with the conservation rules for the electron-opti
phonon scattering. On the other hand, the occupation n
bers of hot optical phonons become large in certain regi
of momentum space.Nq@1 in these regions and Eq.~1!
takes on the following form:

R85A@n2~e2!2n1~e22\vLO!#Nq .

This expression indicates that the induced
nonequilibrium-phonon emission and absorption—who
rates increase substantially in comparison with the case
equilibrium phonons—must play a very important role in t
structure dynamics.

As discussed previously, at steady state the intersubb
electron transition rate is nearly independent on the ne
gible intersubband phonon mode population in the case o
undisturbedphonon system: dominatingspontaneousoptical
phonon emission results in a low intensity of the latter carr
transfer process. For the case ofhot-phonons, the above con-
ditions do not hold any longer due to dramatically increas
inducedoptical-phonon emission and absorption.

The induced intersubband optical-phonon reabsorpt
whose rate approaches the rate of emission of the co
sponding phonon mode, causes a substantial return of e
trons to the higher lasing subband, favorable for increas
carrier lifetime there. However, as the above equation in
cates, the intersubband electron transition rate is linearly p
portional to the intersubband optical-phonon mode popu
tion in the case of strong hot-phonon feedback. This me
that the induced phonon emission overrides the absorp
anyway and remains the governing factor in the struct
kinetics.

Because of the dramatically enhanced intersubband
tical phonon emission as well as the rate of electron tra
tions to the lower level, a smaller number of carriers is
quired in the upper subband in order to provide a station
carrier flux to the lower subband which is responsible
assuring a particular steady state current in the structure.
factor dominates in intersubband electron relaxation and
sults in a decrease of the effective carrier lifetime in t
upper subband and in a corresponding increase of the thr
old current.

The latter effect is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the temp
rary evolution of electron populations in the lasing subban
is depicted in the case of equilibrium phonons~a! and for the
case of the pronounced hot-phonon buildup~b!. It is seen

-
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that at steady state the absolute~integral! carrier population
inversion is achieved between the two subbands in the
of undisturbed phonons; see Fig. 5~a!. On the other hand
Fig. 5~b! indicates that for the same injection current t
nonequilibrium-phonon buildup results in significant redu
tion of the population inversion. In addition, heating of ele
trons accompanied with spreading of their distribution cau
significant electron escape from the radiative-active ene
regions near the upper subband bottom and this has a
negative influence on achieving conditions for lasing.

As shown, the feedback ofconfined nonequilibriumop-
tical phonons in the active QW region~s! of the QCL even-
tually cause substantial increase in the threshold curr
Even in the case of bulklike phonon modes, the effect
mains qualitatively the same~but, naturally, weaker! because
there still exists a certain selectivity imposed by the cons
vation laws for intra- and intersubband electron scatteri
optical phonons withdistinctly differentwave vectors medi-
ate these carrier relaxation processes. The phonon mode
eration is also affected by different factors. This fina
causes a physical situation for bulklike phonons not mu
different qualitatively from that one we have investigated
the present article.

IV. SUMMARY

Using the Monte Carlo technique, we have investiga
hot-optical-phonon effects on coupled electron-phonon s
tem relaxation in an AlGaAs/GaAs quantum cascade la
structure at 10–K temperature.

Our simulation results demonstrate that a strong build
of confined nonequilibrium optical phonons results in a s
stantial decrease of carrier intrasubband cooling rates an
strong coupling of electron relaxation in both laser subba
by means of phonon-induced mutual exchange. As a resu
hot-phonon accumulation in the structure, electron and p
non distributions are smeared out substantially with a co
sponding increase in their characteristic temperatures.
latter effect is not favorable for enhancing the electron po
lation inversion because the nonparabolicity of the subba
restricts the range of energies from which lasing can t
place.

We have considered in detail the possibility of increa
ing the effective lifetime of carriers in the upper lasin
subband—and the consequent lowering of the lasing thr
old currents—as a result of carrier return there from
lower level by means of induced hot-optical-phonon re
sorption. Unfortunately, the simulation results reveal that
der realistic conditions the complete role of hot phonons
the opposite; indeed, they cause substantial electron he
in the subbands and significant induced optical-phonon em
sion. Both of these phenomena reduce the electron pop
tion inversion and lead to the need to further increase
threshold currents.
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